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Using Evidence-Based Dentistry	


Bonding Ceramic Veneers in 2015	


What we do ?	


What we did ?  	


X	


?????	


XXXX	
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Are they etched?	


Are they properly etched?	


Are they properly etched?���
Are they properly cleaned	


 Over etched	

  	


over etched���
steam clean	


Ceramco II  90 Sec.	
 Ceramco II  150 Sec.	


Suggested etching time	

90-120 seconds	


90 Sec.	
4 Min	


Effect of different etching periods 
on the bond strength of composite 

resin to a machinable porcelain 
J.H. Chen, H. Matsumura and M. Atsulta	


J. of Dent. Vol. 28, 1998	


Results:	

Composite resin did not bond to unetched 	

porcelain. The 120 sec etching time gave 	


the highest bond strength	

	


5 min., not steamed	


5 min., steamed	


90 sec., not steamed	


90 sec., steamed	
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If silanated porcelain is not ���
bonded soon, a non-reactive���

polysiloxane is formed.	

Such B. J. Esth. Dent. 1991	


Place a drop of the mixed���
ethanol based silane���
inside the veneer and���
allow to remain for 30 sec.	


Ethanol based	


With a gentle flow���
of air, dry for 10 sec. 	


Ethanol based	


Who should silanate?	


Dentist  	


Silanization of porcelain	


•  When to silanate?                       After etching of porcelain	


•  Who should silanate?                   Dentist not lab not asst.	


•  How to silanate?                    Depends on the type of solv.	


•  What kind of silane?                Two part	


•  Studies have shown that a two part silane is  more stable.	


The 3 fundamentals of 
porcelain etching 

1.  How to etch 

2.  How to clean 

3.  How to keep it clean 

Examine the fit and the margins after silanization 	


Visible vs invisible margins	
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View under 5X-10X. Look for 
possible cracks, flaws and voids 

A cracked  veneer covered���
with low fusing glaze,is unlikely ���

to be fully fused	


If crack is detected, instruct your���
ceramist to reinvest it and fire it ���

under full vacuum.	

A better solution	


A horizontal crack was detected on ���
# 10 before bonding. It was applied	

 with a low fusing glaze and fired	


Illumination of the bonded veneer ���
depicted the trace of the crack	
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The crack reappeared���
6 months after bonding	


1993	


2005	


∆ E < 1.2	


An excellent complete  system" A color stable light cure resin 
( a complete system)"

∆ E < 1.4	


Poly chromatic veneers	


Courtesy of Thomas  Sigler	


Proceed with bonding if you are satisfied with 	

the fit and esthetics of silanated veneers	


Step 2���
Bonding porcelain veneers	


Bonding Porcelain Veneers	
 Use a hand instrument	

to remove the provisional 	


Avoid using burs if possible	
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                  Clean with oil-free pumice, ���
                      NOT  prophy pumice	


 Check the fit and the margins of each veneer	


 Next , check the contacts between veneers 	


Place a very thin coat of ���
Bite-X inside the veneer	


Use Bite-X to identify seating���
interferences, if present.	


	


Relieve the fitting interferences by���
adjusting the tooth and NOT THE VENEER 	


With the exception of ���
translucent (clear ), studies���
have shown that the color���

of try-in paste does not match���
the color of the same shade of	


luting resin when polymerized. 	


∆ E < 1.1 
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Use a shade matched luting ���
resin as the try-in-paste	
   

A 1	

Translucent 	


What to ask the patient:	


Which side do you like?	


That is exactly the one I like	


What not to ask the patient:	


Do you like it?	


What if the answer is NO?	


If the color is not desirable,���
remove, wipe out resin and���

select another shade 	


When the desired color is reached, 
clean try-in resin with acetone���

using two separate beakers	


If an ultrasonic cleaner is used,���
place a 2x2 gauze in the���
glass beaker of acetone.	
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Contact angle change after surface treatment of 
porcelain (n=5) 

Contact 
Angle 

SB 13o 

SB Silane 21o 

SB    Silane    US     51o 

SB HF 7o 

SB HF Silane Try in US/Ethanol 69o 

SB HF Silane US/ acetone  66o 
SB HF Silane US/Ethanol 73o 

Ultrasonicate in ethanol 

Do not re-silanate 	


A study has shown that re-silanization ���
does not improve the bond strength.	


Step 2���
Bonding porcelain veneers	


Bonding Porcelain Veneers	


A silanated veneer with low surface energy ���
is best bonded with a  hydrophobic resin.	


Wetting reduces surface traction and���
helps the spread of luting resin	


wet	


Not wet	


Wetting 

No Yes 

Fill with a copious amount of luting resin	


Load the two centrals���
and place under cover 	
 Sub-gingival pumicing may initiate hemorrhage���

 which has adverse effects on bonding.	
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Isolate the centrals	
 Etch  # 8 & 9	
 Thoroughly rinse and lightly���
 dry with a gentle flow of air	


���
Apply 1-2 coats of  primer 	
 Remove the excess with a gentile ���

flow of air and light cure for 10 sec.	


With the patient in a supine position,���
lightly place the veneers on the centrals.	


Light cure for 1 sec. before 
removing the excess	


DO NOT remove the excess cured resin���
 between #8 & 9 at this moment as it may ���

cause wedging of centrals which will ���
interfere with  seating of the laterals.	
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Alternatively, you may remove���
the excess resin with a brush ���

before initial curing	


Always  adjust the bonded���
 veneer and polish	


Isolate the distal of # 6 and etch	

Bond # 6 & 7	
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Breaking the inter-proximal bond	
 Ultradent  1 800-555-5512	


Thank you	
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An ideal sequence for���
etching and silanization���

of  ceramic veneers 	


Instruct your ceramist ���
to sandblast but NOT	


to etch the veneers	


Try the veneers on the���
 cast for proper fit and form	


Next, try the veneers in���
the mouth  with���

try-in paste or resin	


Remove and clean with���
 ethanol or acetone when you���
 are satisfied with fit and color	


Use diamond paste for final polishing.���
Avoid sub-gingival polishing. 	


Dialite porcelain polishing system	


Must tool	


Thank you	
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Porcelain Bonding - A 
•  Etch with hydrofluoric acid (HF) 

•  Apply Silane primer 1-2 coats (upon receiving) 
•  Try-in 

•  Clean with alcohol 
•  Dry thoroughly 

•  Apply a thin layer of adhesive (unfilled) 
resin 

•  Luting cement 

Porcelain Bonding - B 
•  Sandblast 

•  Try-in 
•  Clean & dry 

•  Etch with Hydrofluoric Acid (HF), rinse & dry 
•  Apply Silane Primer 1-2 coats 

•  Apply a thin layer of adhesive (unfilled) resin 
•  Luting cement 




